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Abstract. Target tracking is a killer application in wireless sensor networks (WSNs). Energy efficiency
is one of the most important design goals for target tracking. In this paper, we propose a herd-based
target tracking protocol (HTTP) with the notions of node state transition and herd-based node group
for target tracking. A sensor node has three states, namely, sleeping state, sensing state, and tracking
state. Each sensor node is associated with a weight to be used to make a state transition among the
three states. When a target moves into a monitoring area, a cluster node is selected as the herd head
that is responsible for reporting the target information to the sink in the network. The sensor node can
adjust the frequency of data reporting according to the velocity of the target. Simulation results show
that HTTP not only improves the energy efficiency, but also enhances the tracking accuracy.
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1 Introduction

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) [1], [2] consist of a set of sensor nodes, each of which is a self-contained
unit with a low-speed processor, one or multiple sensors, a radio module, and a battery module. The sensors
in a WSN system are deployed over an area in an attempt to sense and monitor interesting events or to track
the mobile targets or people as they move through the area. So it is widely used in military battlefields,
environmental monitoring, traffic transportation, medical diagnosis, and many other fields. Target tracking
is one of the killer applications in WSNs. Because of the uncertain movement of the target, it becomes a
challenging issue to position and track the moving target effectively and efficiently.

WSNs have the advantage in high accuracy, real-time, and low cost in tracking the target by using random
and uniform distribution and mutual cooperation of sensor nodes. Because of energy constraints of sensor
nodes, which are closely related to the lifetime of the network, the designed target tracking protocol should
be able to track the target accurately with low energy consumption. This study can be applied to many
target tracking scenarios, such as military tank movement, vehicle movement, wild animal environments,
and so on.

We study the issue of tracking mobile targets using wireless sensor networks. The whole tracking process
is divided into the positioning stage and the tracking stage. In the process of target tracking, a lot of factors
[3] affect energy consumption, which includes the number of moving targets, the speed of moving targets,
data reporting frequency, tracking data accuracy, data collection frequency, and so on. Obviously, as design
goals, the sensor nodes surrounding the moving target should be able to promptly provide reliable status
information about the moving target and the area around it in an energy efficient way, and the sensor nodes
should report this information to the sink in a fast and energy efficient way.

In this paper, we propose a herd-based target tracking protocol (HTTP) for single-target tracking in
WSNs. In summary, the key contributions of this paper are as follows.

– The herd-based node group which consists of sensor nodes in the tracking state can track the target
dynamically by using the node state transition mechanism and weight calculation mechanism.

– An appropriate threshold can be obtained to decide whether the sensor nodes should participate in
tracking target or not.



– The data reporting frequency can be adjusted according to the velocity of the target to reduce unnecessary
data transmission and improve the energy efficiency.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes some existing target tracking protocols
in WSNs. Section 3 discusses the basic ideas behind the proposed HTTP protocol, including node state
transition, node weight calculation, and the initialization and reconstruction of the herd-based node group.
An extended HTTP is discussed in Section 4. We simulate and evaluate the proposed HTTP protocol in
Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

Target tracking in wireless sensor networks has been investigated extensively. As one of the fundamental
problems with target tracking, energy efficiency has been researched from different aspects. Lee et al [4],
Niyogi et al [5], and Wang et al [6] propose prediction mechanisms to restrict the amount of transmitted
messages and to select the nodes that participate in target tracking. A dual-prediction-based data aggregation
scheme to decrease the communication overhead is proposed in [7]. Considering the tradeoff between tracking
quality and energy efficiency and guaranteeing an acceptable tracking quality, some strategies are proposed
in [8], [9] to keep the sensor nodes in sleeping state as long as possible.

Guo et al [10] propose a target tracking protocol based on energy efficiency which includes two energy
efficient algorithms, i.e., RARE-Area and RARE-Node algorithms. The RARE-Area algorithm reduces the
emergence of low quality data and the amount of involved tracking sensors. So only sensor nodes that can
generate high quality data are permitted to track the target. The RARE-Node algorithm considers the spatial
relationship among sensors in order to determine whether the data generated by a node is redundant or not.

He et al [11] present the design of an analysis of VigilNet, a large-scale outdoor WSN which detects,
classifies, and tracks a target in a timely and efficient manner. Through simulation and experiments, the
authors demonstrate that their system can meet the real-time requirement and their tradeoffs are validated.
On the basis of the deadline partition method and theoretical derivations to guarantee each sub-deadline,
they make a guided engineering decision to meet the end-to-end tracking deadline.

Lee et al [12] propose a distributed energy-efficient target positioning and tracking algorithm, and study
the RVI positioning issue based on distance ratio. Moreover, they propose a scheme that dynamically adjusts
the lead nodes’ reporting frequency, so that the amount of the status information of the target and energy
consumption can be reduced.

A dynamic convoy tree-based collaboration scheme is introduced in [13], [14]. The moving target can be
tracked effectively by the reconfiguration convoy tree and node expansion and pruning. However, it incurs
a significant amount of processing data and system overhead. Our work is most closely related to this work
but our proposed scheme drastically decreases the overhead, while still keeping a good accuracy for tracking.

3 Basic HTTP (B-HTTP)

In this section, a basic herd-based target tracking protocol (B-HTTP) is proposed, including node state
transition, node weight calculation, and the initial construction and reconstruction of the herd-based node
group.

3.1 Basic Ideas

In B-HTTP, each sensor node has three states, namely, sleeping state, sensing state, and tracking state. We
set a weight for each sensor node. The node calculates its weight to decide whether it should participate
in target tracking or not according to the target’s situation. When a target moves into a monitoring area,
sensor nodes that are awake and closer to the target can detect the target. There will be more sensor
nodes being transformed into the tracking state. Thus, these sensor nodes construct a dynamic tracking
group surrounding the target. We call this dynamic tracking group a herd-based node group. One of the
cluster heads is selected as a herd head, which is responsible for data reporting and also for managing the
membership of the herd-based node group. At the same time, we select another cluster head in the herd-
based node group to be a backup herd head. Both the herd head and the backup herd head store the same
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Fig. 1. Basic procedure of B-HTTP.

information, such as membership information. The difference between them is that the backup herd head
needs not to report the target information to the sink. The herd head sends the information to the backup
herd head periodically. When the herd head can not take its role for the herd-based node group for some
reason, for example if it runs out of energy, the backup herd head can change to take the role of the herd
head by also reporting the data to the sink, that is, the backup herd head becomes the herd head. At the
same time, a new backup herd head needs to be selected.

In this scheme, the membership of the herd-based node group is dynamic. With the moving of the target,
some new nodes join this to track the target and some nodes leave as the target is not within their sensing
range. The member nodes of the herd-based herd group send the target information to the herd head with
a fixed frequency. Then the herd head is responsible for reporting the target information to the sink. In
Section 3.5 and Section 3.6, we will discuss how to construct and maintain the herd-based node group. The
basic procedure of B-HTTP is shown in Fig. 1.

3.2 Assumptions

We know that the large part of sensor node energy is dissipated on sensing module, processing module,
and wireless communication module. With advances in integrated circuit technology, energy consumption
on sensing module and processing module become very low. Most of energy is dissipated on the wireless
communication module [16]. So we mainly consider energy consumption dissipated on the communication
module in this paper.

We adapt a wireless communication model proposed in [17] to calculate node energy consumption. To
transmit and receive a k-bit message at distance d, the communication expenditure can be calculated as
follows:

ET (k,d) = ET−eleck + εampd
2k (1)

ER(k) = ER−eleck (2)

Where ET−elec and ER−elec denote energy consumption in the transmitter and receiver circuitry respectively,
and εamp is the transmit amplifier. We assume ET−elec = ER−elec = 50nJ/bit, εamp = 100pJ/bit/m2.

In this paper, we assume that wireless sensor nodes are homogeneous, that is, all the sensor nodes have
the same sensing radius and communicating radius. Each sensor node has a unique id. Each node is aware
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of its own geographic location by using the global positioning system (GPS) or trilateration [18]. Here, three
range measurements are required to locate the target. The distance information can be obtained from the
received signal intensity measurements. A sensor node can get its geographic location information by using
the two or more distance measurements which come from its neighbor nodes.

The sensor nodes are deployed densely over an area of interest. Based on a clustering algorithm called
geographical adaptive fidelity (GAF) [15], the monitoring area is divided into some virtual grids. We call
each virtual grid a cluster. Each node is assigned to a corresponding grid according to its geographic location.
One node is selected periodically as a cluster head in each grid. The cluster head can manage its cluster
member nodes.

3.3 Node State Transition

Each sensor node has three states, namely, sleeping state, sensing state, and tracking state. In the sleeping
state, the communication module of the node is closed to preserve energy. The sensing state means that
the node can monitor the surrounding environment, detect whether a target appears or not, and calculate
the distance to the target. But the sensor nodes do not send data packets to the cluster head in this state.
The most energy is dissipated when the nodes are in the tracking state because they not only monitor
the surrounding setting, such as the target moving in or out, and collecting target information, but also
transmitting or forwarding the data packets to the herd head. The node state transition mechanism is shown
in Fig. 2.

From Fig. 2, we can see that the node in the sleeping state transforms into the sensing state when it
receives a beacon message from its cluster head or neighbor nodes. The sensor node in the sensing state
calculates its weight periodically. If a node’s weight is larger than the threshold after the calculation of
weight, it transforms into the tracking state automatically. Otherwise, the node transforms into the sleeping
state when there is no target to appear. The node in the tracking state periodically calculates its own weight.
If the weight of the node in the tracking state is less than the threshold W , it transforms into the sensing
state automatically. The nodes in the tracking state can communicate with other nodes. In addition, the
node state can not be transformed directly between the tracking state and sleeping state because we consider
some other situations, for example when the target soon moves in the node sensing range again after it leaves.

3.4 Node Weight Calculation

We know that the further away a sensor node is from a target, the weaker the received signal intensity is.
Therefore, the nodes near the target have a high qualification to participate in target tracking compared to
those far away. So we can use the distance as its weight indicator. In order to reduce low quality redundant
data, we should decrease the number of nodes that participate in target tracking when guaranteeing tracking
quality. Each node that is not in the sleeping state can calculate its own weight according to the moving
target information. Because of the noise signal interference, the effective sensing radius of the node ranges
from 0 to 1.2Rs, where Rs denotes the node’s sensing radius. We use Wd and Wdir to denote distance weight
and direction weight, respectively. The allocated weights for the sensor node are listed in Table 1.

The total weight of node Wtol can be calculated below:

Wtol = Wd + Wdir (3)



Table 1. The weight allocation for a sensor node

Weight Description Value

Wd

d ≤ 1/3Rs 4
1/3Rs < d ≤ 2/3Rs 3
2/3Rs < d ≤ Rs 2
d > Rs 1

Wdir

Target moves towards sensor 1
Target is stationary 0
Target moves away from sensor -1
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Fig. 3. An illustration of the target moving from P0 to P1 in the monitoring area.

Obtained from equation (3) and Table 1, we can get a maximal weight value of 5 for the sensor node when
the target moves towards the sensor and the distance between the target and the node is less than 1/3Rs. It
means the node owns an optimal sensing capacity. Also, a node would not keep tracking the moving target
when its weight is 0. A node can participate in tracking the target when its weight value is more than the
threshold. Setting a high threshold decreases positioning accuracy of the target. A greater node threshold
means fewer nodes are involved in tracking.

3.5 Initial Construction of the Herd-Based Node Group

When a target moves into a monitoring area, the cluster heads that are awake and closer to the target
first detect the target. Then the cluster head sends a beacon message to wake up the cluster member and
its neighbor cluster heads. The nodes in the sleeping state transform into the sensing state and calculate
their weights according to the target information. When their weight is larger than the threshold, the nodes
transform into the tracking state. These sensor nodes in the tracking state form an initial herd-based node
group. The cluster member can communicate with the cluster head directly. The amount of clusters that
participate in target tracking is only determined by the grid size. For example, there are at least 4 clusters
which can detect the target simultaneously if the size of a cluster equals to

√
2

2 Rs. As shown in Fig. 3 (left),
after the target moves into the monitoring area from grid I, some nodes are woken up by cluster head node
15. Nodes 9, 5, 2, 15, 6, 13 form an initial herd-based node group and cluster head node 15 of grid I is
selected as the herd head because it first detects the target.

The nodes in the sensing or the tracking state calculate their own weight according to the collected
information of the target. When their weights are larger than the threshold, the nodes transform into the
tracking state automatically to track the moving target. The nodes report the target information to the herd
head. The information, including timestamp, node id, and the distance d to the target etc, is sent to its



 

/* Algorithm 1: Node state transition */ 

Wthr: the threshold value. 

 

1. If (Target moves into a monitoring area) { 

2. Switch (Node state) { 

3.   Case (Sleeping state) { 

4.         If (Receive cluster head’s message)  

5.             Transform into sensing state; 

6.         Else Keep sleeping state; 

7.         Break; } 

8.   Case (Sensing state) { 

9.        If (W>Wthr ) Transform into tracking state; 

10.        Else If (No target appear || W≤Wthr)  

11.              Transform into sleeping state; 

12.        Else Keep sensing state; 

13.        Break; }.        

14.  Case (Tracking state) { 

15.        If ( W>Wthr ) Keep tracking state; 

16.         Else Transform into sensing state; 

17.         Break; } 

18.  } 

19.} 

 

Fig. 4. Node state transition algorithm.

cluster head. Then, the cluster heads (excluding the herd head) send the collected target information to the
herd head. The herd head reports the target information to the sink after data aggregation processing.

3.6 Reconstruction of the Herd-Based Node Group

In order to track the target effectively, the dynamic herd-based node group needs to be reconstructed dy-
namically. It mainly includes the herd membership management and the herd head selection mechanism.

We use the node state transition mechanism to decide whether a node should join or leave the herd-based
node group. The sensor nodes in the tracking and the sensing states calculate their own weight periodically.
When the target moves to a new grid, the nodes in the tracking state are divided into two kinds: some nodes
transform into the sensing state when their weight is less than the threshold, and the others still stay in the
tracking state to track the moving target. The node state transition is shown in Algorithm 1 (Fig. 4).

The nodes in the sensing state have two types. The first type is then the nodes cannot detect the moving
target because the distance between the nodes and the target is beyond the nodes’ sensing range. Therefore,
these nodes transform into the sleeping state automatically. The second type is that the nodes transform
into the tracking state as the nodes’ weights are larger than the threshold.

When the target moves into a new grid, the cluster head wakes up its cluster member to track the target.
The nodes that just detect the target transform into the tracking state and join the herd-based node group.
Other cluster members whose weights are less than the threshold, will leave the herd-based node group. The
herd head calculates its weight. It will keep on tracking if the weight is larger than the threshold. When the
herd head can not take its role for the herd-based node group for some reasons, the backup herd head can
change to take the role of the herd head by also reporting the data to the sink. Due to the reconfiguration
cost, the herd-based node group should be reconfigured based on the distance between the herd head and
the current location of the target. If this distance is larger than a certain threshold, the herd-based node
group should be reconfigured. In order to decrease the overhead on calculations, we specify the cluster head
that lastly joins the herd-based node group to act as the backup herd head. So this herd-based node group



is reconstructed according to the target information. As shown in Fig. 3 (right), we can see that nodes 38,
22, 33, 35, 31, 30, 26 reconstruct a new herd-based node group and node 33 is selected as a new herd head
when the target moves from P0 to P1.

4 Extended HTTP (E-HTTP)

In the last section, we designed the basic HTTP protocol by which the target information can be sent to the
sink. In order to get a better performance for the proposed HTTP, we further design an extended HTTP
(E-HTTP) to decrease energy consumption which can adjust the frequency of data reporting dynamically.

The frequency of the nodes reporting the target information to the sink can be determined by specific
applications. The nodes periodically report about the moving target information regarding the reporting
sensor node’s id, tracking time, target’s location and velocity, moving direction, and so on. As we do not
know what speed the moving target is, it would bring some drawbacks as follows if the node adapts a fixed
frequency for sending the data to the sink.

– Positioning accuracy decreases when the speed of moving target increases;
– Sensor nodes consume more energy if they report the target information to the sink with a high frequency

while the target moves at a low speed;
– Sensor nodes run out of energy prematurely. If the moving target keeps stationary for a long time in

the monitoring area, the node’s energy would be exhausted as the node keeps tracking the target. Thus,
it may cause the monitoring area to not be fully covered by the sensor nodes and the lifetime of the
network to be shortened.

Therefore, if the frequency of data reporting can be adjusted according to the target situation, it can
improve energy efficiency and data accuracy.

Before the backup herd head takes the role of the herd head, the herd head sends the location Lpre of the
target at a previous time Tpre to the backup herd head. When the backup herd head takes the role of the
herd head, we can get a new location Lcur of the target at current time Tcur using the positioning algorithm
[18]. Thus, we get an average velocity of the target from Tpre to Tcur.

v =
|Lcur − Lpre|
Tcur − Tpre

(4)

Then we can get the frequency of the data reporting sent by the sensor node.

f = bv/Dthc+ 1 (5)

Where Dth is a distance threshold for data reporting.
From Lee et al [12] we can get a formula as below.

Dth ≤ 2Rmax −Rs − Dinter−sensor√
2

− 2Emax (6)

Where Rmax is the maximal communication radius of sensor node, Rs is the sensing radius of sensor node,
and Dinter−sensor is the pre-determined average inter-sensor distance. Suppose that Rmax=Rs=40m (worst
case), Dinter−sensor =10m, and Emax=5m. Then, approximately, Dth is 12.9m or less. It denotes that the
frequency of sending message to the sink is f = v/12 + 1.

5 Performance Evaluation

5.1 Simulation Model

In order to test and evaluate the performance of the proposed HTTP protocol, we set up the simulation in
a 600×600m2 area based on the OMNET++[19] experimental platform.

In our simulation, the communication radius of a sensor node is 40m, and the monitoring area is divided
into 14×14m2 virtual grids, which can guarantee that one cluster head can communicate with 8 neighbor
cluster heads directly. In each experiment, 1,000 or 5,000 sensor nodes are deployed randomly and uniformly
to simulate a sparse setting or a dense setting, respectively. The parameters in our simulation are listed in
Table 2.



Table 2. Simulation parameters

Parameter Description Value

l Field size(m) 600×600
N Number of nodes 1,000(sparse setting) or 5,000(dense setting)
Rc Communication radius(m) 40.0
Rs Sensing radius(m) 40.0
V Speed of a moving target(m/s) 5.0-25.0
Sm Size of message(bit) 1,000
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Fig. 5. Total energy consumption comparison of B-HTTP under different weights. (a) Sparse setting; (b) Dense
setting

5.2 Simulation Results

Fig. 5 describes the total energy consumption of the B-HTTP protocol under different weights. The two
figures clearly show that the weight affects the total energy consumption of sensor nodes. The total energy
consumption decreases as the weight increases. It is due to a fact that the larger the weight is, the smaller
the amount of the nodes participating in tracking is. We can also see that a large energy consumption gap
exists under different weights.

In order to demonstrate the advantage of the proposed B-HTTP protocol on the total energy consumption,
we compare the total energy consumption under the sparse setting (as shown in Fig. 5(a)) and the dense
setting (as shown in Fig. 5(b)). From the two figures, we can see that the total energy consumption under
the dense setting is significantly larger than that under the sparse setting. It is because there are more sensor
nodes participating in target tracking. The total energy consumption of the nodes under the dense setting
is approximately twice as much as that under the sparse setting. At the same time, we can see that the
total energy consumption increases when the node weight is not considered. The reason is that only nodes
whose weight is more than the threshold can participate in tracking. So by calculating the node’s weight,
the number of nodes that participate in tracking is decreased. When the node’s weight is not considered, the
total energy consumption is almost equal to that of the nodes when the threshold W=2.

Fig. 6 shows the total energy consumption of the E-HTTP protocol under different weights. The total
energy consumption decreases as the weight increases. Under both the sparse setting (as shown in Fig. 6(a))
and the dense setting (as shown in Fig. 6(b)), we can see that the total energy consumption under the dense
setting is larger than that under the sparse setting and the total energy consumption increases when the node
weight is not considered. By Comparing B-HTTP (as shown in Fig. 5), the saved total energy consumption
of E-HTTP protocol is more than 5%.

We compare the average energy consumption under the sparse setting (as shown in Fig. 7(a)) and the
dense setting (as shown in Fig. 7(b)). The average energy consumption increases as the velocity of the
target increases. When the velocity increases, there are more nodes joining the herd-based node group under
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different weights, which consumes more energy. However, the amount of energy consumption is not so large.
When the velocity of the target increases from 5m/s to 25m/s, its range increases by 4 times, yet the average
energy consumption only increases by 2 times. So the average energy consumption in the network increases
with the velocity increment of the target, but the increasing rate is low. When the node’s weight is not
considered, we can see that the average energy consumption is only less than that of the nodes when the
threshold W=2. Therefore, HTTP protocol has a distinct advantage in terms of energy consumption. When
compared with the sparse setting, the average energy consumption under the dense setting increases slightly.
Furthermore, we can see that the gap of the average energy consumption under different weights is relatively
large. In summary, HTTP protocol shows an excellent performance on energy consumption.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a protocol named HTTP, which can be used to detect and track a moving target
in wireless sensor networks efficiently and effectively. The nodes in the tracking state can construct a herd-
based node group to track the target dynamically. By setting the weight for each sensor node in the sensing
and tracking state, the nodes can calculate their weight to determine whether they should join or leave the
herd-based node group. Then the herd head adjusts the data reporting frequency according to the target’s



situation. We believe this work opens a new area of research in the near future. The optimization of the
tracking group and evaluation of data accuracy will be further investigated in our future work.
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